On 12 September 2015, The Economist published a news article discussing the backlash regarding the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) project that was planned to be built on Mauna Kea.
generations, proving that the tensions between Native Hawaiians and Americans are not exclusive to older generations, and have not necessarily improved over the last few years.
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By looking at the TMT project and the protests and controversies that have arisen from it, the main problem seems to stem from ongoing tensions between Americans and Native Hawaiians that began prior to the annexation of Hawaii. As with any historical dilemma, there are two sides to this issue; however, the Hawaiians have largely been quieted by the larger power of the American government. It is with the construction of the TMT that Hawaii's past has been brought to the foreground. The tense relationship between the two nationalities traces back to the mid-to-late 1800s surrounding issues of trade, economics, empire expansion, and loss of culture.
As stated in The Economist, the relationship between Americans and Hawaiians "adds up to an argument that looks much like Mauna Kea itself. If measured from its base, the volcano is well over six miles tall, making it easily the world's highest mountain. Yet the majority of Mauna Kea lies submerged below the warm waters of the Pacific." 6 On the surface, the protests surrounding the TMT may seem as though they are about sacred land being disrespected with yet another telescope being built, but the root issues go much deeper than that. Strains in the relationship between Americans and Native Hawaiians have had long-lasting ramifications, as shown through contemporary protests about the TMT project. The cause of these protests and the tense relationship between the two nations, can be traced back to the late 1800s and the Annexation of Hawaii. Many of these ideals were preserved and recorded in the Hawaiian Antiquities which was published in 1898, the same year Hawaii was annexed and the natives were westernized.
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Hawaii had a long history of coming into contact with other cultures and nationalities.
Many islands in the Pacific Ocean were colonized as early as 1521, but Hawaii remained isolated until the late 1700s. 9 Hawaii was explored by Europeans and "their influence quickly became pervasive." 10 Colonists were attracted to the islands for economic purposes, and later for political control. As was the practice of colonial powers, the Europeans introduced the Native Hawaiians to their technology: ships, iron, and weapons, such as guns. 11 Natives of Hawaii were introduced to Western culture early in their existence. Hawaiians adopted some of the technological advances, but they were still able to maintain much of their culture. With American contact, it became increasingly difficult for the Native Hawaiians to hold on to their unique island culture.
Hawaii became less about land worship and the rich culture that paid respect to their ancestors;
instead it became a tourist destination. Americans saw Hawaii as "an imaginative topography Prior to the Hawaiian Annexation, Hawaii was a nation with a monarch. The Queen was the last monarch of Hawaii. She was overthrown after the American government paid off both the Queen and the Princess in order to take over the economy: "By that projet [sic] of a treaty the Queen was to be paid the sum of $20,000 annually during her life and the Princess was to receive in hand from the United States the sum of $150,000." 13 The Queen and Princess were only to be paid if they submitted to the United States' government authority. Following the overthrow, Queen Lili'uokalani tried to regain her position in hopes of restoring her nation's independence.
She was fully supported by her people, but unfortunately, she was unsuccessful in her actions.
14 The Queen was a maternal figure who cared for the wellbeing of her nation, and fought to protect it even after she was overthrown. Every decision Queen Lili'uokalani made during her reign was to better her nation. Bruce discusses, in his article, what happened after the annexation: "the Queen continued to plead her cause, but in 1895 she was incarcerated in her own palace, and put on trial for counter-revolutionary support of Royalists (she was released after several months, and died, in exile in her own land, two decades later)." 15 Queen Lili'uokalani was a mother to
Hawaii and the people there. Articles written about the annexation from Hawaii's perspective, such as Bruce's, captured the emotional pain and intensity that the Natives Hawaiians felt towards America. They believed that their Queen was treated poorly, and that the annexation was 12 Harvey, "Being Blue in Hawai'i," 14.
merely a plot against the monarchy. 16 "Aloha 'Oe" was a song composed by Queen
Lili'uokalani, which described the heartbreak she felt for the loss of her nation. This song has since been covered by Elvis Presley, making a mockery out of a turning point in Hawaiian history. 17 While this song is an expression of loss for Hawaii and taken seriously by the Native Hawaiians, many felt an American singer was not able to understand the meaning behind the song. Instead it became a hit song for one of Presley's movies, and the cultural significance was erased. This is a trend that has continued in Hawaii since the annexation; America has taken a nation rich in culture and traditions, and degraded it into a tourist destination. It is this lack of respect, which has put strains on the Hawaiian-American relationship.
Similarly, many pieces of propaganda were published shortly after Hawaii was annexed, all responsibility for the government of the Islands." 25 Hawaii was to be annexed; the Americans reveled in their own success without thinking of the long-term causes for the Native Hawaiians.
As evident in the TMT protests, Hawaii's annexation would cause tensions, lasting into the contemporary era, between the Native Hawaiians and the Americans.
Though one of the reasons for Hawaii's annexation had to do with sugar exports and the protection of both nations' economies, America also had imperial expansion in mind. The
Hawaiian Islands, located in the middle of the Pacific, appealed to America in terms of expanding their empire as they hoped to reach across to Asia. America's relationship with imperialism and empires is an interesting one. The United States can most accurately be described as an "empire in denial," meaning that they intervene, "in the affairs of foreign peoples proceed, but he has declared that "all future telescopes must be built on existing sites." 37 This is an attempt to protect what is left of the sacred land, while still pleasing the astronomers behind this project.
In conclusion, the history behind the protests of the TMT project is long and complicated, but really stems from the Hawaiians' desire to protect their nation and culture. The underlying cause for the protests and the tense relationship between Native Hawaiians and Americans can be traced back to the late 1800s and the Hawaiian Annexation. Leading up to the annexation, both nations' economies were relying on one another for growth and success. The United States took advantage of the mutual need for the trade agreement, and planned to annex Hawaii as a way to expand their empire across the Pacific Ocean and into Asia. In response, Hawaii, led by Queen Lili'uokalani, fought to regain control over their government and their culture. These early disputes have led to many more taking place throughout the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
To this day, relationships between Native Hawaiians and Americans remain tense. New issues are being brought to the public's attention with the help of social media and a younger generation willing to use their voice. The TMT project will be an interesting development to watch as Hawaii continues to fight for their culture and their land.
